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ABSTRACT 

Geladi, P., 1989. Analysis of multi-way (multi-mode) data. Chemometrics and Intelligent Laboratory Systems, 7: 11-30. 

The concepts data matrix and multivariate data analysis are rapidly becoming popular and well-known words in 
chemistry. Many methods used in the laboratory can produce data arrays of a greater complexity than the data matrix. 
The broad picture easily gets lost here, not least because of the confusing nomenclature. There is a need for 
systematization and generalization. 

0169-7439/89/$03.50 0 1989 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. 
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Methods available in psychometrics and methods used in chemical research are described and compared in this 

paper. The goal is to provide a systematic overview and a simple introduction to the subject. References are made to 

more detailed descriptions in the literature. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Data analysis is an essential part of all experi- 
mentation. Data are measured on objects, samples 
or cases. For the selection of objects a problem 
definition has to be present; experiments and data 
analysis are then adapted to the problem defini- 
tion. The goal is to look for systematic variation in 
the data and try to relate this variation to the 
original problem definition. In some cases the 
original problem definition can be modified: 
sometimes it is discarded, sometimes it is im- 
proved and sometimes a whole new problem defi- 
nition arises. 

For example, if the objects are lakes the formu- 
lation of the problem could be: “Are some lakes 
more acid than the others?” or “Have these lakes 
been less acid in the past?“. The experiment may 
then consist of obtaining samples and measuring 
their pH. The data analysis stage only starts when 
a table of lake names and their corresponding pH 
values can be studied. 

Data analysis is univariate when only one vari- 
able is measured systematically for many objects. 
Univariate statistics has been applied to the study 
of this type of data analysis for a long time and all 
introductory courses in statistics contain a multi- 
tude of univariate methods. 

In the example of the lakes, one could use a 
t-test for comparing lakes or groups of lakes, or 
one could carry out out a trend analysis over time. 

A question to be asked here is whether uni- 
variate methods really exist. Is it not a fact that 
scientists, even when they are using only one 
measured variable, also have a large amount of 
external information in their heads and use this 
information for producing their final conclusions? 

In recent decades, multivariate data analysis 
has been introduced into chemistry and many 
chemists are starting to understand and use multi- 
variate ideas. Almost everybody knows what a 
data matrix is and how to extract some useful 
information from it. One of the most interesting 

techniques here is bilinear decomposition (eigen- 
analysis, principal component analysis, singular 
value decomposition) [l]. This method requires no 
a priori information or constraints or conditions, 
except that the residual has a minimal sum of 
squares: structure originates in the data matrix 
itself. The structures found with bilinear methods 
are associated with the geometry of multivariate 
space. This makes it easy to visualize the results 
obtained. In the case of the lakes, more variables 
than just the pH could be measured. Examples are 
ammonia, sulphate and phosphate contents. 
Knowledge about chemical equilibria tells us that 
these are not uncorrelated; neither are they uncor- 
related with pH. Multivariate data analysis de- 
pends heavily on the correlation between vari- 
ables. Bilinear decomposition of a data matrix 
produces latent variables [2]. These can be viewed 
as summary variables derived from the original 
ones, which are called manifest variables. Some- 
times a meaning can be attributed to the latent 
variables. One could for example obtain eutrophi- 
cation or pollution latent variables that would 
mean more than each of the manifest variables 
alone. 

The question that can now be asked is: “What 
next?‘. It is possible to create arrays that are more 
complex than just numbers spread out in a planar 
array. Volumes in three dimensions, and also in 
more dimensions, can be used as data arrays [3]. 
Most of these contain data matrices as subunits. 
Techniques in analytical chemistry for producing 
these types of data arrays are becoming more 
common. Methods for analyzing multiway data 
arrays have also been proposed. Many of them are 
still based on those used for a 2-way data matrix. 
It is of course necessary to retain a downward 
compatibility with data matrix methods. Tech- 
niques as general as bilinear decomposition of a 
data matrix are still unavailable for higher-order 
arrays. General trilinear decomposition seems to 
pose great problems except in trivial cases. 

In the case of the lakes, one could combine the 
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Fig. 1. The 3-way or 3-mode data array represented by a 
parallelepiped of size I X J X K. Parallelepipeds of this type 

were first proposed for data analysis by Cattell in 1952 [20]. 
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many variables and their variations over time in a 
3-way array (see Fig. 1). This array would have as 
axes: lakes (objects), variables (pH, chemicals, 
ions) and time. The following 2-way arrays can be 
extracted from this 3-way array: 
- objects (lakes) x variables at each specific time 
- variables X time for each specific object (lake) 
- objects (lakes) X time for each variable 

The purpose of this article is to present the 
current situation regarding such methods as are 
available, and the laboratory techniques that re- 
quire these methods. At the present moment there 
seems to be a tendency to diversification: methods 
are proposed for specific types of multi-order 
arrays, but this opens the way to more generalized 
methods for the future. The emphasis is on 3-way 
data arrays, with excursions into 4-way and higher 
generalizations. Most of the techniques presented 
are based on linear models. 

The methods studied are: 3-way factor analysis 
from psychometrics, 3-way generalizations of 
principal component analysis and regression, rank 
annihilation methods, consensus factor analysis 
and multivariate image analysis. The usual 
nomenclature, boldface lower case italic for vec- 
tors and boldface uppercase roman for matrices, is 
used. Three-way arrays are shown in boldface 
uppercase with underscore. The terms ‘way’ and 
‘mode’ are given their standard meanings. A ma- 
trix is a 2-way or 2-mode array. Other nomencla- 
ture will be defined in the text. The term ‘elements 
of a mode’ is very useful. For an object mode, the 
elements of the mode are individual objects, sam- 
ples or cases. For a variable mode, the elements of 
the mode are individual variables. For a time 
mode, as in Fig. 1, time intervals are elements of 
the time mode. 

2 MANY-WAY DATA IN CHEMISTRY 

It has already been mentioned that measure- 
ment and data analysis in analytical chemistry are 
becoming increasingly complex. The name hy- 
phenated methods was added to the vocabulary 
some years ago [4]. The methods described by this 
name all provide at least 3-way data with one 
sample mode and two variable modes. This is an 
OV* array. Most popular is the combination of 
some type of chromatography with a multivariate, 
often spectral detector. More about this can be 
found in refs. 5-7. 

The analysis of OV* arrays can have many 
different goals. One may be interested in calculat- 
ing concentrations of overlapping chemical con- 
stituents for every object. This is a calibration 
situation. The goal may be to find pure spectra or 
chromatograms. This is curve resolution. Some 
methods combine the calibration and curve resolu- 
tion aspect, while others specialize in either 
calibration or curve resolution. The sheer amount 
of data causes complications, but the special prop- 
erties of the 3-way arrays make some aspects of 
analysis easier. More about this can be found in 
Section 7. 

In physical chemistry important progress was 
made in NMR, with the step from lD- to 2D- 
[8,9] and recently 3D-NMR [lo]. In NMR studies 
it is often not the concentration of chemical con- 
stituents that is desired. The goal is to assign 
peaks to atoms, often in the presence of disturbing 
background, and to calculate the structure of 
molecules. Three-way arrays are also obtained in 
theoretical modeling in chromatography [ll]. 

Image analysis in its simplest form is a tech- 
nology producing large 2D arrays of data. More 
complex data arrays are 3D images and multi- 
variate 2D or 3D images. Multivariate 2D images 
are satellite images (O*V arrays). Tomographic 
techniques using X-rays or NMR can produce 3D 
images. With NMR tomography, it is easy to 
produce multivariate 2D and 3D images (02V 
and 03V arrays). Refs. 12 and 13 describe the use 
of image analysis as an analytical instrument able 
to provide chemical data interpretation. The goal 
of image analysis is often classification of parts of 
the image. Another goal may be calibration against 
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external data with subsequent prediction. More 
about this can be found in Section 5. 

The relation between psychometric data and 
chemical data may be found in pharmaceutical 
and food chemistry. In this case, it is normal for 
the psychometric data to be 3-way. For food stud- 
ies this was described in ref. 14. More about this 
can be found in Section 6. 

3 THREE-WAY AND MULTI-WAY ANALYSIS IN PSY- 
CHOMETRICS 

In mathematics, multilinear algebra has existed 
for many years, but the first scientists to use data 
arranged in a multi-way array for data analysis 
were psychometricians. 

3.1 On the hierarchy of j-way methods 

There are different ways of looking at a 3-way 
array. A hierarchy is given in Fig. 2. It is possible 
to look at the elements of a mode as treatments in 
a multi-way experimental design. A good explana- 
tion of this was given by Lohmiiller in 1979 [15]. 
Also, in Chapter 2 of ref. 16, Kruskal describes 
3-way analysis as an experimental design model. 
ANOVA allows one to estimate the importance of 
main effects (modes), interactions (mode X mode) 
and interactions (model X mode2 X mode3) [17]. 
The method may be used for a hypothetical exam- 
ple, comparing laboratories that have analysed the 
same chemical compounds in the same set of 
samples. The elements of the ANOVA table for 
this hypothetical example are given in Table 1. 

In this example, one would expect the main 
effect of the laboratories to be small since they are 
all assumed to measure the same results. If this is 
not the case then there are some deviations. These 
then also show up as interactions of laboratories 
X analytes or laboratories X samples. 

Experimental designs are useful when some a 
priori knowledge about the system under study is 
available and a design can be carried out. 

When a more detailed knowledge of the rela- 
tionship between the elements of a mode is re- 

Principal Component Factor 

Fig. 2. The hierarchy of 3-way methods. Experimental designs 
and multidimensional scaling are not dealt with in this paper. 

An important subdivision for natural scales is in principal 

component or factor analysis. The other subdivision em- 

phasized most in this paper is that in ‘Tucker core’, ‘tensor 
rank’ or ‘canonical decomposition’ and ‘unfolding’ models. 

quired, explatory 3-way analysis is used. Here the 
distinction can be made between using scaling 
methods and using natural scales. In the natural 
sciences, natural scales are the usual way to mea- 
sure things. Differences in pH, temperature, or 
concentrations are tangible. But this is not the 
case in the life sciences, where a variable may be a 
score from 1 to 5 indicating a preference, or else 
an answer to a question with just a yes/no answer. 

TABLE 1 

Main effects and interactions in multi-way ANOVA 

Name 

mode 1: observers 
mode 2: attributes 

mode 3: objects 

mode 1 X mode 2 

mode 2 x mode 3 

mode3Xmodel 
mode 1 X mode 2 x mode 3 

Chemical example 

laboratories 
analytes 

samples 

labs x analytes 

analytes X samples 
samples X labs 
labs X analytes X samples 
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The apparatus of multidimensional scaling was 
developed in order to find useful scales for life-sci- 
ence data. This paper will not go into these meth- 
ods: it is assumed that meaningful natural scales 
are available and that the measured values can be 
expressed as reals. In the natural sciences, a small 
number of binary or categorical variables is some- 
times used together with naturally scaled vari- 
ables. This does not seem to pose any great prob- 
lem. 

When natural scales are used, one has the choice 
between three fundamentally different models: the 
‘Tucker core’ model, the ‘tensor rank’ or ‘canoni- 
cal decomposition’ model, and the ‘unfolding’ 
model. These will be explained further on in the 
text. It will be shown that a mental transition 
between them is possible. 

Another distinction that can be made is that 
between principal component analysis and factor 
analysis [18,19]. In principal component analysis, 
structures are found in the data itself. In factor 
analysis the relation between the data and a priori 
known (or assumed) structures is studied. Also, 
the distribution of error residuals is often assumed 
to be known a priori in factor analysis. The 
distinction between these two models is 
ways very clear in the scientific literature. 

not al- 

3.2 On the way equations are written 

Equations can be expressed in three ways: 
as matrix and vector equations, which is a 
simplification that makes comprehension easier. 
There is, however, no ‘right’ notation where 
many-way arrays are concerned. 
as summations of indexed quantities. This nota- 
tion is extremely confusing to look at when 
many indices are involved but it is rather strict 
and it reduces the chances of misinterpretation. 
as figures in which the vectors are lines, matrices 
are rectangles and 3-way arrays are parallele- 
pipeds. This is a very instructive notation, but is 
restricted to maximal 3 ways. 
Two new symbols are introduced: * the 

Kronecker product and . * ., the Kronecker sum- 
mation product. These are explained in the Ap- 
pendix, part A.1 and also in ref. 47. 

3.3 Some historical psychometric work: Cattell, 
Tucker 

The volume of psychometric literature on 
many-way tables is very large. Many papers do 
not describe material that is useful outside psy- 
chology. Some key papers only are therefore high- 
lighted here. 

As early as 1952, an article by Raymond Cattell 
appeared [20] describing factor analysis as a multi- 
way activity. According to some authors, Cattell 
had started thinking about these problems since 
the middle’ forties. Cattell starts by observing that 
“All scientific method deals with observations of 
covariation, . . . “. He then gives the five modes of 
factor analysis as: 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 

circumstances; such as place or time of the 
observation. 
attribute; the thing measured, response. 
object; on which the attribute is measured. 
scale; this mode refers to a typical problem in 
the life sciences where different scales have to 
be tested and compared. When a natural scale 
is available this mode is nullified. 
observer; when more than one observer is 
active. 

For practical purposes Cattell reduces this to a 
3-way table with objects or persons, occasions or 
circumstances and attributes or variables as ways. 
This gives six ways of studying correlations called 
R, P, a 0, T and S and they are described in the 
rest of the article [20]. This early article shows a 
very confusing nomenclature and the mathematics 
is not very well explained. The Cattell parallele- 
piped is shown in Fig. 1. 

Some early systematization in multi-way psy- 
chology was done by Ledyard Tucker [21,22]. He 
gives an artificial example of 12 individuals X 9 
traits X 5 raters and places the data in a paral- 
lelepiped. He also mentions the problem with the 
double use of the word ‘dimension’. He suggests 
the words ‘mode’ and ‘mode of classification’ for 
the ways. The indices used are: i = 1 to I for 
individuals, j = 1 to J for traits (variables) and 
k = 1 to K for raters (observers). 

The 3-mode data array X has the size I X J X K. 
It is decomposed into smaller arrays: 
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U IxA loadings (or scores) for individuals 
A<I 

VJxB ’ loadings (or scores) for traits 

B<J 
WKxC loadings (or scores) for raters 

C<K 
C A X B X C the Tucker core matrix: 

a 3-way array. 

The symbols U and V were chosen for their anal- 
ogy with singular value decomposition notation, 
see eq. 2, below. It is then natural to use W for a 
third way. G was proposed by Tucker. 

The model can be written as: 

Xijk = g g f UiavjbWkcgabc + erjk 
a=1 b=l c=l 

04 

or: 

_x=ucvw+_E (lb) 

See also Fig. 3. 
g is a 3-way array of size I X J X K of residu- 

als. 
The sequential way of writing equations such as 

eq. lb is confusing. A better version would be: 

V 
_X=UGW-t_E (lc) 

Tucker calls this the ‘Fundamental Model’. Al- 
though eq. lc poses some typographical problems, 
it is good to remember it for didactical reasons. 

The Tucker decomposition can be used to sep- 
arate _X into a structural model part and a noise 
part. One can also choose the model so that E 
becomes filled with zeros. A very important aspect 
is that A, B and C do not have to be equal. This 
is a general decomposition. 

The first Tucker articles are very confusing, 
because nomenclature and matrix algebra are not 
well-defined. The same decomposition appeared 
in an article by Levin in 1965 [23]. The de- 
composition as proposed by Tucker and Levin is 
shown in Fig. 3. A general program for this de- 
composition is called TUCKALS3 [16,24,25]. A 
program called TUCKALS2 [16,25,26] is often 
used for the same decomposition where the di- 
mensionality in one of the modes is not reduced 
(in the core matrix). This can be useful in these 

a J 

II ./7 U 

U B 
B 

I f3 

K 

“; c 

1 
u 

I 

J 

K 

+ I !i I 

Fig. 3. The general decomposition given by Tucker in 1963 and 
by Levin in 1965. 3 can be viewed as the sum of a structure 

part and a noise part E. The matrices U, V and W contain 

loadings explaining theideal elements of their modes as func- 

tions of the natural elements. C is called the core matrix. It 
describes the relations between the idealized elements of the 

modes. One of the goals of the model is data reduction. 

circumstances when one of the modes is I time 
slices. In this case it may not be useful to make a 
reduction from Z (eq. 1) to something less 

[25]. Note that the names TUCKALM and 
TUCKALS:! have no strict relationship to the 
names Method I, Method II and Method III given 
by Tucker. TUCKALS3 is based on a more ad- 
vanced version of the Tucker Method I algorithm 
[24], TUCKALS2 is a more advanced version re- 
sembling the Tucker method III algorithm. 

Perhaps the most intriguing part of the Tucker 
decomposition is the core matrix. There is an 
analog to be found in the data analysis of 2-way 
arrays. This is in singular value decomposition 
(SVD): 

X=UDV’ (2) 
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Fig. 4. The singular value decomposition, also called 
Eckart-Young decomposition in the psychometrical literature, 
of a matrix X of K variables measured on N objects. The 
diagonal matrix D becomes a core matrix G when U and V are 
rotated towards A and B respectively. 

Here X is a data matrix of N objects and K 
variables; U is an orthonormal matrix of scores, 
size N x A; D is a diagonal matrix of size coeffi- 
cients, size A X A; and V is an orthonormal matrix 
of loadings, size K X A. 

The singular value decomposition is also shown 
in Fig. 4. Here, D can be seen as a kind of core 
matrix. In the psychometric literature the singular 
value decomposition is also called the Eckart- 
Young decomposition, after an article that ap- 
peared in 1936 [27]. 

Levin explains how a simple rotation can trans- 
form D into a non-diagonal core matrix, using 
rotation matrices S’S = I and T’T = I. 

x = U(S’S)D(T’T)V’ = (uS’)(SDT’)(TV’) 

= AGB (3) 

where A is a matrix of rotated factor scores; B is a 
matrix of rotated factor loadings; and G is a 
non-diagonal core matrix. 

This can be seen in Fig. 4. A look at this figure 
shows that the matrix A gives the relation between 

the natural objects and some idealized objects, 
measured in latent variables. The matrix B gives 
the relations between the natural variables and the 
idealized, latent variables. The core matrix G gives 
the relation between idealized objects and ideal- 
ized variables. 

With this knowledge, one can go back to Fig. 3 
and eq. 1 and explain the Tucker decomposition. 
Levin [23] calls the elements of U, V and W 
‘loadings’ and the elements of G ‘scores’. The 
matrix U gives relations between the natural and 
idealized objects, the matrix V does this for vari- 
ables and the matrix W does this for observers. 
The core matrix G gives the 3-way relations be- 
tween idealized objects, idealized observers and 
idealized variables. The term idealized is of course 
interchangeable with ‘latent’. 

3.4 Simplifications of the Tucker model 

An important aspect of the Tucker core matrix 
is how it can be simplified and what kinds of 
methods and ideas correspond to these simplifica- 
tions. The following simplifications can be made: 

A = B = C. The core matrix becomes a cube of 
sizeAXAXA. 
as in point 1 and the core matrix becomes 
diagonal. 
as in point 2 but only ones on the diagonal, an 
identity core matrix: 

a=1 . . . A 

gabc = dabr = 1 for a = b = c b=l . . . A 

= 0 otherwise c=l . . . A 

(4) 
d abc is the 3-way Kronecker delta. 
The core matrix is not calculated, but left 
multiplied with two of the loading matrices. 
Only one of the loading matrices is calculated 
explicitly. This is the same as keeping some of 
the indices in % the combined mode. The 
technique has also been called unfolding, be- 
cause it is the same as slicing X along one of 
the modes and putting the obtained 2-way 
arrays side by side to form a large 2-way array. 
More about this can be found further on in the 
text (Section 4). 
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These simplifications are the basis for a general 
interpretation of multi-way methods as Tucker 
models. The Tucker fundamental model can be 
called type zero simplification. 

3.5 Three-mode factor analysis: the Tucker-Levin 

algorithm 

Levin [23] defines three products of the array X 
with its own transposes as follows: 

_G’= M = ; ; Xi,kXi/k (5) 
j=l k=l 

,‘g’ = N = ; ; XijkXijk 

k=l i=l 

X”JJ=P= i i XijkXijk 
i=l j=l 

(6) 

(7) 

where M is a symmetric matrix of size I X I; N is 
a symmetric matrix of size J X J; and P is a 
symmetric matrix of size K X K. 

Principal components, eigenvectors or factors 
of M, N and P can then be used to fill U, V and 
W, e.g.: 

M=UDU’+E (8) 

where U is a matrix of eigenvectors of M, size 
I x A and D is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, 
size A XA. 

A can be chosen to have a value between 1 and 
I. The choice influences the final solution for G 
(eq. 1). One of the main goals is data reduction, so 
the value of A would be chosen so that E in eq. 8 
describes mainly noise. 

Equations similar to eq. 8 can be written for N 
and P to find values for V and W. B and C can be 
chosen in a similar way to A. Besides that, rotated 
versions of U, V and W can be used [22]. This 
makes the decomposition very flexible, a true fac- 
tor analysis type decomposition. Once U, V and 
W are chosen, one can calculate G. This is ex- 
plained in Part A.2 of the Appendix. 

An important property is the limitation of the 
number of factors. Eqs. 5, 6 and 7 show that A is 

limited by I, B by J and C by K. 

A more advanced and detailed artible by Tucker 
appeared in 1966 [28]. In this article Tucker gives 
a better definition of the nomenclature. The 
Kronecker product and some of its properties are 
introduced as an aid for writing 3-mode equations. 

Kroonenberg [25] gives some properties of the 
abovementioned algorithm, also called Tucker’s 
method I. Tucker’s method II is just a numerical 
trick to save computer memory when the matrices 
in eqs. 5, 6 or 7 become too large. When U, V and 
W in eq. 9 represent the full ranks of the matrices 
M, N and P (eqs. 5, 6 and 7) then the core matrix 
G obtained is a least squares estimator of the true 
G, with property: 

i i ? Xtjk = 5 t 5 gabs (9) 
i-1 j=lk=l a=1 b=l c=l 

If lower ranks are used to partition the data into a 
structural part and a noise part (eq. 8) the G 
obtained is not the least squares estimator. 
Kroonenberg [25] gives an algorithm for obtaining 
a least squares estimate: 

ss &w =SS(_E) 
i 1 

(10) 

This least squares estimate minimizes the sum of 
squares (SS) in eq. 10. 

A four-mode Tucker model was described by 
Lastovicka [29] in 1981. It is similar to the 3-mode 
model, but has a 4-way core matrix. The algorithm 
used is similar to that of Tucker and Levin de- 
scribed above. 

A chemical example of the use of Tucker’s 
model for 3-way analysis of chromatographic data 
was described by De Ligny et al. [ll] and in 
Spanjer’s Ph.D. thesis [30]. 

3.6 Scatter plots for visual interpretation 

The Tucker’s ‘fundamental model’ gives or- 
thogonal U, V and W. This allows the construc- 
tion of scatter plots, as in principal component 
analysis; the loading plots or score plots. One 
could plot ui against u2, ui against us, u2 against 
ILL etc. The same holds for the vector elements of 
V and W. These scatter plots allow a visual inter- 
active analysis of data structures, since outliers 
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Objects Uariables Obseruers 

Joint plot 

Fig. 5. The loadings of the Tucker decomposition can be 

represented visually as scatter plots. Inspection of U, V and W, 

respectively, gives information about objects, variables or ob- 

servers. In this hypothetical figure, there are 17 objects, 9 

variables and 8 observers. One could also attempt to show 

these loading plots superimposed on each other, with ap- 
propriate scaling. This is called a joint plot. 

and clusterings are easily detected. 3D scatter 
plots are also possible. One could also plot 2D 
scatter plots on top of each other e.g. u1 against 
u2 on top of ui against y on top of w, against ~4, 
if appropriate scaling is used. This would give a 
very good overview of the data. Fig. 5 demon- 
strates a conceptual view of how this could be 
done. 

3.7 Canonical decomposition: the Carol1 and Chang 
algorithm 

Carroll and Chang have written an article in 
1970 [31] with an interesting paragraph on ‘canon- 
ical decomposition of 3-way tables’, but which is 
otherwise rather unreadable because of psycho- 
metric jargon they used. They limit themselves to 
an identity core matrix. This is simplification 3 of 
the Tucker model. Canonical decomposition and 
tensor rank studies have some similarities, but are 
of a different genetic origin; they are therefore 
dealt with in separate parts of the article. The 
canonical decomposition is stated as having been 
programmed for up to seven-way tables. Kruskal 
[32] mentions a similar decomposition proposed 
by Harshman in 1970. The canonical decomposi- 
tion is based on the principles of NIPALS [l]. It is 
an alternating least squares procedure. 

The model is: 

A 

or 

V 
~=u~w+E=U.*.l-I,,+_E (lib) 

The algorithm consists of taking some starting 
values for the matrices V and W and calculating a 
least squares value for U, where H,,,, is an aux- 
iliary (help) array: 

(I) I-J =guw (12) 

This least squares value for U is then used in 
calculating a least squares value for V. Then the 
least squares value for W is calculated before 
returning to step one. With some rewriting of 
indices: 

(2) V=H- X -uw_ (13) 

(3) W=E,X (14) 

(4) go back to 1 if no convergence. 

Hi,,,, H, and Hi” are generalized inverses, just 
as those used for the 2-way NIPALS, Appendix 
Part A.3. 

A comparison with some steps of the NIPALS 
algorithm is in order. The NIPALS algorithm for 
2-way arrays is given briefly in the Appendix, Part 
A.3. 

The difference for 3-way data is that there are 
three pseudoinverse multiplications: eqs. 12, 13 
and 14, as expected. The authors point out another 
important difference with the usual NIPALS. This 
is that one cannot calculate one set of vectors u, u 
and w, subtract them from X and then calculate a 
next set from the residual of X. The whole of the 
sets U, V and W have to be used all the time. This 
makes it necessary to define a rank for X in 
advance. This is a serious complication. 

In the NIPALS algorithm for 2-way arrays, the 
residual after a number of components lies in a 
space orthogonal to that of the calculated compo- 
nents. That fact makes it possible to calculate the 
components one-by-one. For the Carroll and 
Chang algorithm this is not true. Orthogonality in 
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U, V and W would almost always give a core the outer product of two vectors; this can best be 
matrix different from identity. seen in Fig. 6): 

A less important difference between NIPALS 
for 2-way arrays and the canonical decomposition 
of Carroll and Chang is that of the rotation prob- 
lem [31]. This makes it necessary to keep the size 
of I or p fixed in the NIPALS algorithm. This 
requirement falls away in the canonical decom- 
position of 3-way arrays. 

A V 
z= c u,u,w,+_E=U~W+_E 06) 

a=1 

The tensor rank of X is the minimum number A of 
triads necessary to describe X, meaning that _E 
becomes a tensor of zeros. 

The computer program for the Carroll and 
Chang decomposition is called CANDECOMP 
[16]. An independent development of the same 
algorithm has led to the PARAFAC program of 
Harshman [16,33]. The Harshman PARAFAC 
program is considered as being very advanced 
[16]. It uses cross-validation for determining the 
validity of the model of eqs. lla and llb. 

In eq. 16: X is a third order tensor, size Z x J x 

K; U~U~W~ is a triad of the vectors u,, v, and w,; E 
is a residual tensor; 1 is the identity tensor size 
A X A XA; U is a matrix, size ZXA with the U, 
as columns; V is a matrix, size J x A with the u, 
as columns; and W is a matrix, size K x A with 
the w, as columns. See also Figs. 6 and 7. 

3.8 Tensor rank 

The study of tensor rank is rather complex. 
One result that is generally accepted is that of the 
maximum rank of an order 3 tensor of size Z X J 
x K [37,38]: 

One simplification of the Tucker model is 
studied in mathematics as multilinear algebra or 
tensor algebra. Tensor algebra [34] has a lot of 
uses outside data analysis, but some of its aspects 
can be useful even for many-way analysis. Here 
only the principles of tensor rank and tensorial 
decomposition will be taken up, since they fit in 
well with the other topics of this article, especially 
the Carroll and Chang canonical decomposition. 

maxrank(X)=min(ZxJ, JxK, KxZ) (17) 

A 3-way array is also called an order 3 tensor. 
From the middle’ seventies a lot of papers ap- 
peared, mainly in the journal Linear Algebra and 
its Applications, describing the Tucker decomposi- 
tion with identity core matrix [35-401. First of all 
some definitions are in order: a 2-way data matrix 
is an order 2 tensor. The tensor rank is its usual 
matrix rank. The matrix can be decomposed into 
outer products of 2 vectors, also called dyads. The 
minimum number of dyads that can represent a 
matrix is its rank or tensor rank: 

J 

67 / 
"1 

x K = "1 “’ + 
I 

/ “2 
/ 

“A 

I 

v2 + + 
I 

“R 
m-1 + 

A 

X= c t,p;+E=TP’+E 
a=1 

(15) 

J 

+ fo E K 
I 

Here t,pi is a dyad, outer product of vectors t, 
and p:, and A is the rank of the matrix X. 

For third order tensors, triads are defined as 
outer products of three vectors (a generalization of 

Fig. 6. The decomposition of a 3rd order tensor z (size 
Z X J X K) into triads. The residual tensor E can be a tensor 
filled with zeros. If that is the case and A, the number of 
triads, is minimal then A is the tensor rank of X. 
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J 

67 x K 
I 

= 

1 U' 
I 

qgu 
0 U 

I 

J + 67 E K 
I 

Fig. 7. The tensorial decomposition of 3 represented as a 
Tucker decomposition with an identity core matrix _I of size 
A x A X A. Compare this with Figs. 3 and 6. 

This is different from the rank of an order 2 
tensor of size N X K: 

maxrank(X)=min(N, K) 08) 

Just as in matrix algebra, it is not necessarily the 
full rank cases that are the most useful. Kruskal 
[37] has pointed out that the result of eq. 16 is 
valid for the canonical decomposition of Carroll 
and Chang. The number of ‘canonical compo- 
nents’ (A in eq. 11 can be higher than each of the 
sizes (I, J, K) of the array X. This is different 
from the Tucker-Levin algorithm in eqs. 5-10. 
This difference is a very important one. 

4 PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS, PARTIAL LEAST 

SQUARES REGRESSION 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a very 
convenient tool for the analysis of 2-way arrays. 
The technique is very visually oriented. It is de- 
sirable to transfer some of the properties of PCA 
to arrays of more than 2 ways. In many situations 
in chemistry one can calculate principal compo- 

nents [41] on an unfolded [42] multi-way array. 
Unfolding (shown in Fig. 8) creates a hierarchy of 
modes. This hierarchy can be meaningful in many 
situations. For a 3-way array, the usual situations 
are: (1) one object mode and two variable modes 
(OV2 array) and (2) two object modes and one 
variable mode ( 02V array). In each case, the 
modes that are most related are kept together. 

It has been found that it is always possible to 
decompose an N-way array into a sum of 
Kronecker products of (N - n)-way arrays and 
n-way arrays [43]: 

xN = i T;N-@ *P,“+EN (19) 
a=1 

Here XN is an N-way array; TLN -n) is an (N - 
n)-way score; P,” is an n-way loading; EN is an 

J 

I x K - 
I 

1 

I 

I 

I 
- 

6 4 

I 

Fig. 8. A 3-way array X can be sliced along one of the ways 
and the slices can be rearranged into a matrix X. There are 

three possibilities: I X(J X K), J X(1X K) and K X(1 X J). 
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I >-y7+ E I3 

Fig. 9. The 3-way array 3 is decomposed into a sum of 
Kronecker products of score vectors and loading matrices and 

a residual array E. Below that is a simplified representation. 

N-way residual; and * is the symbol for the 
Kronecker product. See also Fig. 9. 

For the 3-way decomposition, this can be seen 
as a type 4 simplification of the Tucker model, 
e.g.: 

V 
_X=UGW+_E=U.*.Ej+lJ 

A 

(204 

xijk = c uiahjko + eijk W’b) 
a=1 

u is an AxJxK array; V, W and C, as in eq. 
20a, are not calculated separately. . * . is the 

symbol for a summation of Kronecker products, 
represented as a product. 

For practical reasons, one can unfold _X to a 
matrix X of size I X (J X K). U then becomes a 
matrix of size I x A and H one of size A x (J x 
K). This allows the use of principal component 
analysis, as used for 2-way matrices. 

With some rearrangement of indices, this model 
can also be written with V or W as separate 
matrices: 

V 

_x= ‘i’+_E (21) 

_X=u.*.w+_E (22) 

Eqs. 20, 21 and 22 represent unfolding in three 
different directions. There is no guarantee that the 
E is the same for all three equations (eqs. 20, 21, 
22). 

With the same ideas in mind, one can build up 
models for regression based on latent variables: 
partial least squares regression and principal com- 
ponent regression. Fig. 10 gives an idea of how 
different regression situations can be viewed. The 
fact that regression is proposed gives a hierarchy 
to the modes. Only when modes in X and Y 
blocks are common can a regression be defined. 
More about PLS regression with multi-way arrays 
can be found in ref. 43. This is an area that was 
largely ignored by the psychometric literature, and 
where for chemical examples there is still much to 
be done. 

5 MULTIVARIATE IMAGE ANALYSIS 

Multivariate image analysis in its simplest form 
is carried out on 02V arrays. Model-based studies 
of multivariate image analysis have been carried 
out by statisticians. A good example with liter- 

ature references is the 1986 article by Besag [44]. 

UI -Y 

ilo 

PLSl 

x ,y PLS2 

m X -Y 

lm X 
-Y 

Fig. 10. Different ways of writing the regression between 
blocks of variables as PLS or PCR regressions. The two 

uppermost regressions are the known PLSl and PLSZ. The fact 

that a regression is proposed creates a hierarchy in the modes. 

Latent variables are created along a mode and the inner 

relation of PLS is the linear regression along a latent variable 

for an X-block and that for a Y-block. 
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A multivariate image is a stack X of congruent 
images, each measured for a different variable. Its 
special feature is the enormous amount of data in 
the geometrical (02) modes [12,13,45,46]. 

Principal component analysis can be carried 
out as described in eq. 19: 

X= ;T,*p:+E=T.*.P’+E (23) 
a=1 

This is the same as in Fig. 9, but with the Ts and 
ps taking each other’s place [46,47]. 

Because of the similarity of the two object 
modes, a hierarchical decomposition (Tucker sim- 
plification 4) is in order. The score matrices ob- 
tained are score images (sometimes also called 
eigenimages). They can be viewed on a monitor 
screen. Further analysis of score images is usually 
done by classical univariate image analysis oper- 
ations. It is often the context in local neighbour- 
hoods that determines how the data are interpre- 
ted. 

Regression can also be carried out on images 
[46]. The regression methods based on latent vari- 
ables have the advantage that they tolerate collin- 
ear data in a multivariate image. A graphical 
representation is given in Fig. 11. The difference 
from the regression methods in Fig. 10 is that the 
latent variables are 2-way arrays instead of vec- 
tors. 

Image analysis is a case where decomposition 
of the 3-way array into vectors (tensorial decom- 
position) seems meaningless. It is an advantage to 
get images that are of a rank higher than one if 
they have to get a meaningful interpretation. In 
the future, however, ways may also be found to 

MO 0 X T-Y 

Fig. 11. A regression model can be built between a multivariate 

image I! of Q slices and external information available for all 

or some pixels (array Y). It is advantageous to let the relation 

go via the latent variable image(s) T. This in contrast with the 

situation in Fig. 9, where the latent variables are vectors. 

use the tensorial decomposition on multivariate 
images. 

Chemical applications may be found in all kinds 
of microscopy, remote sensing and medical tomo- 
graphic imaging [47,48]. 

6 CONSENSUS METHODS IN CHEMISTRY 

Consensus methods for comparing object x 
variable 2-way matrices obtained for different 
judges have existed for some time [49]. An inter- 
esting variant, based on the NIPALS iterations 
method, was proposed by Harald Martens, Svante 
Wold and Magni Martens in 1984 [50]. The method 
was primarily used by Magni Martens [14] in work 
concerning the relation between sensory measure- 
ment of foods and the chemical composition of 
those foods. 

Sensory data have a relation to psychometric 
data. The general scheme is that a panel of judges 
(observers) tests a number of food samples (ob- 
jects, cases) and makes a statement about quality 
parameters (variables) [51]. This is shown in Fig. 
12. The 3-way array can be sliced up judge-wise to 
give a stack of object X variable matrices. Each of 
these separate judge matrices can produce a score, 
but the goal of the method is to provide a con- 
sensus score, a linear combination of individual 
judge scores: 

t, = w1t, + w2t, + . . . + wJrJ (24) 

where wj is the weight for judge j, j = 1.. . J; tj 
is the individual score for judge j; and t, is the 
consensus score. 

Comparing the consensus scores with PCA 
scores can be done via eigenvalue-eigenvector 
equations of the judge-wise unfolded array 3: 

xx’t = It (25) 

where X is the unfolded array X of size I x (J x 
K); t is a principal component (PC) score; and I 
is a PC eigenvalue. This can be done A times to 
create A eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Note that 
these are not indexed in the equations. 
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If U is well chosen, the product U’U equals the 
identity matrix I. 

U’X=$W (A2.3) 

If the same is done for V and W: 

V’ 
G=U’ g W’ (A2.4) 

If U, V and W are not chosen to be square and 
orthogonal, pseudoinverses U-, V- and W- can 
provide a solution: 

c=u- g-w- (A2.5) 

A.3 The NIPALS algorithm for 2-way arrays 

The NIPALS algorithm gives the principal 
component model: 

A 

X= c t,p:+E=TF”+E (A3 .l) 
a=1 

where X is a matric of size N X K; T is a matrix 
with the t, as columns, size N X A; P’ is a matrix 
with the pi as rows, size A X K; and E is a 
residual matrix size N x K. If A is the rank of X 
then E is a matrix of zeros. 

The following is done for each dimension (fac- 
tor, component), the index a is omitted for ease of 
reading. NIPALS starts by choosing an initial 
value for r and then multiplying X with the pseu- 
doinverse of r to get p’: 

(1) p’= (t’t)-‘t’x (A3.2) 

This step can be compared with eq. 16. The esti- 
mate of p so obtained is then used to form a 
pseudoinverse to calculate t: 

(2) t= x,(P’P)Y’ (A3.3) 

This step can be compared with eq. 17 or 18. 
(3) Alternate these ‘least squares’ estimates until 

convergence. The complete NIPALS al- 
gorithm can be found in ref. 1. 
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